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Fine-Needle Aspiration Versus Core Needle Biopsy:

Reconsidering the Evidence of Superiority

Annemieke van Zante, MD, PhD and Britt-Marie Ljung, MD

INTRODUCTION

The choice of invasive procedure for pathologic diagnosis should be a careful analysis of the relative risks and

benefits based on data rather than personal taste. With a steady increase in the primary literature regarding the

topics of fine-needle aspiration (FNA) and core needle biopsy (CNB) in myriad organs and clinical settings, the

comparison by VanderLaan of the relative merits of these 2 techniques in Cancer Cytopathology is timely.1

Propelled by the zeitgeist of “big data,” it is enticing to hope that a synthesis of these results can answer the

question of superiority definitively, but as the review by VanderLaan suggests,1 numerous factors influence the

diagnostic accuracy of both techniques, thereby making a direct comparison of diagnostic yield difficult. Further-

more, the choice of biopsy method should take into consideration both the risk of significant complications

as well as the benefit in terms of expedient and accurate diagnosis. A consideration of the potential increase in

complications associated with CNB is not emphasized in VanderLaan’s review,1 which is a flaw in the majority of

pathology-oriented publications concerning this topic.

VanderLaan curated a subset of the recent literature comparing FNA and CNB. The criteria for inclusion

in his review were not provided, and many additional articles on the topic have been published within the past 5

years. Overall, VanderLaan cautiously interpreted the literature in each organ system as favoring CNB before

retreating to a more neutral position based on pro-FNA results. The publications cited reflect the marked variabil-

ity in the literature regarding factors such as the number of cases and the setting used for sampling, as well as the

method and number of samples collected. Unfortunately, the bulk of studies comparing methods of biopsy fail to

control for these factors and the availability of rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) of FNA samples. Particularly

striking among these studies is the broad range of FNA specimens of insufficient/poor quality. For example,

Pisano et al performed a prospective, multi-institutional study comparing FNA with CNB for nonpalpable breast

lesions.2 The rate of insufficient FNA specimens at sites participating in their study varied from 3.3% to 80%.2

Not surprisingly, when these results were assembled, CNB yielded superior results. Clearly, in settings in which

high rates of nondiagnostic and inconclusive findings are obtained by FNA, CNB compares favorably. One must

assume a lack of operator proficiency in FNA procurement and/or the absence of ROSE in these settings. If poor

adequacy truly were inherent to the technique, one would expect high rates of nondiagnostic FNA specimens con-

sistently throughout these studies. In fact, in those studies cited in which FNA and CNB adequacy is similar,

diagnostic accuracy appears comparable. Unfortunately, the bulk of studies regarding biopsy methods fail to rely

on operators who are proficient in FNA procurement, whereas CNBs typically are performed by interventional

radiologists with extensive training and experience with the CNB technique. Because low diagnostic sensitivity
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(which is closely associated with inadequate samples) rather

than interpretive limitations is cited predominantly as the

explanation for FNA underperformance, FNA and CNB

should be reexamined in settings in which the proficiency

of those performing FNA is ensured and ROSE is

available.

It generally is agreed that FNA is safe with vanish-

ingly rare significant complications based on its widespread

use over many decades for a wide variety of anatomic loca-

tions and types of lesions. In contrast, to our knowledge

there are limited data for CNB, particularly as applied to

lesions occurring in the head and neck. A large hemorrhage

in the neck is a serious event that may be fatal.3 Even if

diagnosed in a timely manner, a neck hematoma may

require surgical intervention and result in significant mor-

bidity. We recently encountered a cross-section of a dis-

rupted artery on histologic evaluation of a CNB of the

thyroid sent in consultation (Fig. 1). This relatively com-

mon finding demonstrates the unavoidable risk of hemor-

rhage associated with CNB of a highly vascular organ.

Yoon et al, as cited by VanderLaan, reported a case of arte-

riovenous fistula after CNB of the thyroid gland and a

complication rate of 0.5% to 1%.4 Given the ever-

increasing number of incidentally discovered nodules and

the large number of possible CNBs of the thyroid gland,

even this modest risk is concerning. Furthermore, the

potential for CNB to damage a cranial nerve or nerve

branch is a concern, particularly when targeting lesions

within the parotid gland (which contains the main trunk

of the facial nerve) or the submandibular gland (which is

immediately adjacent to the marginal mandibular nerve

and facial artery). We would assert that the absence of a

large number of reports of complications associated with

CNB of these sites likely reflects the general hesitance of

radiologists and head and neck surgeons to even risk such

an injury. The incidental discovery of small lesions almost

anywhere in the body is increasing along with the use of

high-resolution imaging modalities for diagnosis and

screening. Given the associated increase in biopsies of

small, incidentally discovered targets, the issue of the harms

associated with biopsy procedures is of great importance.

Although FNA has particular advantages in that the needle

movement can be tailored for small lesions adjacent to crit-

ical structures, CNB clearly is contraindicated in cases in

which damage to larger vessels or nerves is possible.

VanderLaan made reference to the issue of tumor dis-

ruption/seeding and needle diameter.1 Although the stud-

ies cited in his review suggested that tumor seeding by

CNB is insignificant, these studies failed to account for the

difficulties encountered in the interpretation of surgical

specimens after CNB. Tumor seeding is closely linked to

the diameter of the needle,5 and it is our experience that

the histopathologic evidence of prior CNB is substantially

greater than those produced by an FNA biopsy. By its

nature, CNB increases the possibility of artifactually dis-

placed neoplastic cells within the subsequent pathologic

specimen. Inappropriate diagnostic categorization based on

the findings in a resection specimen after biopsy is not sim-

ply theoretical. In the thyroid, follicles breaching the cap-

sule of an otherwise encapsulated follicular proliferation is

the defining feature of capsular-invasive follicular carci-

noma. Similarly, many low-grade salivary gland tumors are

diagnosed as malignant based on microscopic evidence of

“invasion.” And for many metastatic carcinomas, patho-

logic identification of tumor beyond the lymph node cap-

sule (ie, extracapsular extension) is an indication for

potentially toxic adjunctive treatment such as chemother-

apy and/or radiotherapy. Thus, preoperative biopsy should

strive to minimize such disruption and the resulting diag-

nostic complications. Finally, the long-term consequences

of disruption of a primary malignancy, a lymph node har-

boring metastatic carcinoma, or even a benign tumor with

a propensity to recur should not be ignored. The risk of

incurring additional, otherwise unnecessary therapy should

be weighed against the marginal benefit of additional

Figure 1. Section of a core needle biopsy from a thyroid nod-

ule containing a complete cross-section of an artery (H & E

stain).
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needle passes or increasing the needle diameter. Benign

mixed tumor (pleomorphic adenoma) is the most common

tumor of the salivary glands, and an example of such a sce-

nario. Even a minor disruption of the tumor capsule intra-

operatively almost inevitably results in disease recurrence,

although such recurrences sometimes are not apparent

until a decade after the original surgery. Capsular disrup-

tion due to CNB similarly could result in tumor spillage

and set the stage for recurrences that are notoriously diffi-

cult to manage. Although some advantages of FNA,

including lower cost and rapid turnaround, are easy to

tally, the short-term and long-term risks that might be

incurred by the widespread adoption of CNB in sites rou-

tinely assessed by FNA are difficult to quantify based on

the current literature, but are worthy of our attention and

future inquiry.

Small biopsies are increasingly critical for the molecu-

lar testing essential for targeted therapy. Thus, to be

future-oriented, a comparison of FNA and CNB in regard

to factors such as purity of the sample, representation of

often heterogeneous tumors, and preservation of nucleic

acids and proteins is important. Despite the impression

that FNA results in a miniscule, “limited” specimen, FNA

offers many advantages over CNB in the realm of molecu-

lar testing. FNA easily samples multiple areas of a lesion

(addressing tumor heterogeneity), and enriches for tumor

cells (due to the inherent mechanics of FNA sampling).6

Furthermore, tumor extracted from direct FNA smears

provides higher-quality nucleic acids7 and better yields

than formalin-fixed tumor samples.8,9 Contrary to the

assertion in the review by VanderLaan that breast tumor

markers are best performed on CNB,1 cell blocks fixed in

formalin provide a substrate for reliable immunohisto-

chemistry, including hormone receptors and human epi-

dermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)/neu testing.10 As

the cost and usefulness of specimens for ancillary molecular

studies exert increasing influence on our diagnostic and

theranostic approaches, it appears that FNA is poised to

become more, not less, relevant to patient care. Despite

these advantages, VanderLaan cites discouraging results

from FNA with regard to diagnostic accuracy and useful-

ness for molecular tests.1 What is the root of these discrep-

ant results and what, if anything, should pathologists do

about it? As noted above, studies comparing FNA and

CNB have demonstrated a wide variety of experimental

designs, operator skill, organ systems targeted, and lesion

characteristics that make statistically meaningful meta-

analysis challenging. VanderLaan leaned preferentially on

the subset of articles demonstrating that FNA was inferior

to CNB to justify an acceptance of the gradual shift away

from FNA and toward CNB1; we prefer a different

interpretation.

Because of the significant impact of operator skill

on the diagnostic yield of FNA procedures,11 we

hypothesize that inferior results are secondary to a lack

of training, inexperience, and the absence of proper

adequacy assessment. We advocate that cytopathologists

take an active role in FNA procedures by becoming

proficient in obtaining samples through palpation

and/or under ultrasound guidance and by supporting

other clinicians by providing ROSE for sample ade-

quacy, including the triage of specimens for ancillary

testing. If a specimen is deemed insufficient, additional

FNA samples can be performed in real time with CNB

reserved for cases in which FNA fails over multiple

attempts. This approach first minimizes risk and also

optimizes the results of a method with a proven track

record. In our experience, this paradigm results in a

highly accurate diagnosis, successful ancillary testing

(including immunohistochemistry and molecular test-

ing), an extremely low rate of nondiagnostic proce-

dures, and minimal morbidity. In this light, we believe

that favoring CNB or FNA is not a question of taste.

Rather, given the advantages that FNA affords, do we

invest in training and assessments for optimal FNA

sample procurement, and thereby minimize risk to

our patients? Or do we settle for CNB and other more

invasive modalities?
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